Let M£/*( ) and MU*() denote the reduced homology (complex bordism) and cohomology (complex cobordism) functors represented by the unitary Thorn spectrum MU. Two examples of the immense richness of these functors are provided by the development (for suitable complexes or spectra) of the Adams spectral sequence In §1 we announce several solutions to the problem-when is MU*(X) isomorphic to the inverse limit of the complex cobordism of the skeleta (assumed finite) of X? In the remaining sections we illustrate several universal coefficient theorems, among them (2), by announcing the results of several computations for EilenbergMacLane spectra K(ir) and the spectrum bu which represents connective JC-theory. Full details will appear elsewhere.
1. Let X denote a based CW-complex or highly connected CWspectrum as defined by J. M. Boardman [S]. We shall assume that each skeleton X» of X is a finite complex, and define a filtration of MU*(X) by the subgroups
MUl(X)=Ker{MU t (X)-^MU t (X^1)}. In [4]
Baas emphasizes the importance, for the construction of the Adams spectral sequence (1), of dealing with spectra for which the filtration topology on the cobordism groups MU l {X) is complete and Hausdorff. In [6] 
For later use put proj MU*(X) = proj lim MU^X»). PROPOSITION 2 (a known property of the homology of K(Z) and bu), and then argue easily that the spectral sequence (2) also collapses in these cases.
The following properties are equivalent: (a) MU*(X) is complete and Hausdorff
We Then also 3Cis an isomorphism if and only if horn. dim. MU*MU*(X) S 2.
write MU*~ MU*(S°) for the coefficient bordism ring. The computation of Tor^*(ikff/*(X), Z) for X = K(Z P ) or bu/\Z p requires a knowledge of the ilft/*-modules MU*{K(Z P ))^H*{MU\ Z p ) and MU*{bu/\Z p )z~bu*(MU)®Z
The theorem of Stong [13] and A. Hattori [lO] leads directly to the conclusion that the Hurewicz homomorphism (5) is a split monomorphism if MU*(X) is a free ikfC/*-module (i.e. if H*(X; Z) has no torsion). An argument due essentially to T. torn Dieck [15, §6] then shows that 3C is also a monomorphism if horn. dim. M u*MU*(X) ^1. This last result and techniques of [9] now lead easily to the fact that X admits a "bu*-resolution" (by analogy to the [7-bordism resolutions of [9, §2] ) if and only horn. dim. M u*MU*(X) ^2.
There is a universal coefficient theorem (8) ExtM**(MU*(X), MU*) => MU\X)
as well as a version with Z v coefficients:
Applied to Eilenberg-MacLane spectra, (8) and (9) The main algebraic step in the proof of Theorem 5 is the following result. 
